NCTA Campaign Committee

From the beginning, it took determined and visionary citizens to make a school for agricultural excellence in Curtis a reality. This group is the next generation to carry that torch.

Along with your support, they will be instrumental in leading the NCTA campaign to achieve the ultimate goal of increasing enrollment to support the agricultural and veterinary technology workforce needs. Expanding scholarships and a campaign priority to renovate The Barn into the Student Activity and Success Center are central to their work. This multi-use facility will be a place for Aggie students to eat meals, socialize, study, and receive advising, career counseling, and other services.

The NCTA Campaign Committee and the IANR Development Team in Lincoln. From left to right: Josh Egley, Jon Schroeder, Byron Hansen, Heidi Hansen, Rex Hansen, David Bruntz, Ann Bruntz, Terry Keslar, Jim Stewart, Dean Larry Gossen, Stephanie Stedman, Doug Carr, Kristen Houska, Marcia White, and Barbara Soderlin.